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 Caution: Your Job is at Risk!                                  
Submitted by:: Gary Pierkowski  LL743 Shop Committee 

      As most of us know, 

UTC Aerospace Sys-

tems can be a great 

place to work. Outside 

of UTAS, you will have 

a difficult time finding a 

job that pays this well 

and provides good bene-

fits. We are lucky as a 

union to have a good 

working relationship between labor and 

management as well as with our human    

resources department. 

      Unfortunately, there are many of us that 

do not realize how good we have it. Lately 

there has been an alarming increase in the 

number of members putting their good job at 

risk by performing childish, foolish and even 

hostile acts in the work place. These toxic 

behaviors spread like viruses. The problem 

may start with one person in an area behav-

ing badly, but over time, the people who 

work around disruptive individuals may 

begin to behave the same way. Some of our 

members need to put the cellphones away, 

mind their own business and do the jobs we 

are all paid well to perform. We do not need 

to like all of our coworkers, but we do need 

to respect them.  

     This situation is very concerning. Each 

and every member of this union is important. 

No one wants to see anyone disciplined or 

terminated. Unfortunately, if some members 

do not change some of their actions at work, 

that is exactly what will happen. I would 

hate to be the member that has to go home 

and tell members of his or her family that 

they lost a very good paying job because 

they could not find a way to get along with 

their coworkers. If you don’t care for anoth-

er member, stay away from them and avoid 

taunting each other. 

     We are the proud Machinists Union. We 

are better than this. We should respect and 

look out for one another. I have your back 

and you have mine. If you see a member 

struggling with a job, help them out. Don’t 

rat them out. We need to work together. That 

is what union solidarity is all about.   

     UTC has zero tolerance and harassment 

free workplace policies that everyone needs 

to take seriously. These policies protect our 

members and coworkers. The company and 

the union strongly believe that everyone   

deserves a safe workplace free of harassment 

and intimidation. We all need to start work-

ing together, respect one another and keep 

the childish pranks outside the workplace.  

Gary Pierkowski 

The member appreciation solidarity picnic will take place on Sunday July 15th, at High 

Meadow in North Granby. For the second year, fellow union members from LL62A, LL700, 

and LL1746 will also be attending this fun-filled day of unlimited food, drink, games, swim-

ming, horseback riding, rock climbing, mini golf, and much more.  

Save The Date! 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwirw5qIyeLaAhXNZd8KHf_zBHkQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.saba.com%2Fblog%2Fworkplace-bullying-the-mental-physical-and-economic-costs&psig=AOvVaw3XS049vt5_vM126
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“Right to Work” and Other Attacks on Workers    
Submitted by:  Karen Blanchard, LL743 Recording Secretary 

Remembering Everyone Deployed 'R.E.D. Fridays' Submitted by:  Austin Laporte, LL743 Shop Steward 

          “Right to Work” sounds 

like it would be something every-

one should support.  In reality, it 

is an under-handed attack on 

your ability to have a voice in the 

workplace regarding your wages, 

benefits and working conditions.  

It is an attack on the core of un-

ionism, our solidarity.  

      This legislation makes it illegal for unions to require 

all bargaining unit workers to pay dues or an “agency 

fee”.  Most importantly, your dues and the “agency fee” 

give the union funding to  provide services for collec-

tive bargaining and grievance procedures. The intention 

of the ‘Right to Work” legislation is to create discord 

among workers by allowing some to become “free rid-

ers” -- in other words, getting all the benefits of union 

representation without paying for them. You can see 

where this would lead to pitting worker against worker, 

possibly spurring workplace  disturbances and anger at 

the ones who choose to become “free riders”. 

     For public sector workers, their “agency fees” are 

called “fair share fees”. The public sector has a higher 

unionization rate than the private sector. They are under 

attack as well. 

     The “Right to Work” legislation has spread to many 

states, funded by corporate interests. Their hope is that  

a majority of workers would opt out of paying dues,   

leaving the unions without the funds to represent the 

bargaining units.  This could lead to lower pay and an 

erosion of benefits for all workers.  This fall, when  

Connecticut has important elections, pay attention to 

what policies a candidate supports before you commit  

to support them. “Right to Work” is wrong for Connect-

icut’s workers. 

     There have been other sneaky attacks on workers 

that you might not be aware of. One of these attacks is 

the delaying of the “fiduciary rule” which requires fi-

nancial advisors to act in the best interest of their       

clients instead of steering them to investments that have 

higher commissions for the financial advisors, but lower 

returns for the investor. This could negatively affect 

your retirement savings. 

    Other attacks 

on workers in-

clude; a cutback 

in funding for 

the National 

Labor Relations 

Board which 

provides work-

ers with a voice, 

while funding 

has been in-

creased for the 

Office of Labor 

Management 

Standards which 

helps employers.  Also hit by a cut in funding is OSHA, 

which provides oversight of corporations in regards to 

the health and safety of employees. Even worse in the 

area of safety, was the resolution blocking the Work-

place Injury and Illness recordkeeping rule. This rule 

required employers to keep track of all injuries and ill-

nesses and to report and work with OSHA to help pre-

vent future injuries from happening.  Last year, a con-

gressional resolution was passed blocking the Fair Pay 

and Safe Workplaces rule. This rule helped to ensure 

that government contracts would not be granted to cor-

porations with horrible safety records or bad records in 

the area of violating workers’ rights. 

     You can see the damage that can be done to workers’ 

rights. These examples are just the tip of the iceberg. 

For more information on these issues and more, go 

online to the Economic Policy Institute’s Perkins Pro-

ject which tracks the policies affecting workers.   

https://www.epi.org/research/perkins-project/ 

Karen Blanchard 

The LL743 Young Workers Com-

mittee has purchased shirts to sup-

port R.E.D. Fridays. This movement 

is focused on the support of the 

troops and their families and their 

sacrifices during deployments. With 

the wearing of red attire on R.E.D. 

Friday, it’s a common and unified 

acknowledgement of our service members to let them all 

know that we have not forgotten them and appreciate 

their sacrifice to our country. Wearing a specific colored 

shirt might seem like a trivial act, but the meaning behind 

it is significant. It translates to mean that as you prepared 

for your day, you recognized the men and women playing 

an active role in keeping America safe.  

                                                                      

 

Austin Laporte SHOW  YOUR SUPPORT BY PURCHASING A SHIRT TODAY! 
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Remembering Everyone Deployed 'R.E.D. Fridays' Submitted by:  Austin Laporte, LL743 Shop Steward 

Active Shooter Submitted by:  Glen Garfield LL743 Chief Union Safety Representative 
HOW TO RESPOND WHEN AN ACTIVE SHOOTER IS IN YOUR VICINITY 

     In today’s ever changing envi-

ronment, no business or organiza-

tion is immune from violence. 

Whether it is a church, movie the-

ater, mall, or healthcare setting the 

need to plan for an active shooter 

event is of paramount importance.  

Quickly determine the most rea-

sonable way to protect your own 

life. Remember that customers and clients are likely 

to follow the lead of employees during an active 

shooter situation.   

Evacuate 
 If there is an accessible escape path, attempt to  

evacuate the premises. Be sure to: 

 Have an escape route and plan in mind 

 Evacuate regardless of whether others agree to      

follow 

 Leave your belongings behind 

 Help others escape, if possible 

 Prevent individuals from entering an area where the 

active shooter may be 

 Keep your hands visible 

 Follow the instructions of any police officers 

 Do not attempt to move wounded people 

     Hide out 
  If evacuation is not possible, find a place to hide 

where the active shooter is less likely to find you. 

Your hiding place should: 

 Be out of the active shooter’s view 

 Provide protection if shots are fired in your direction 

(i.e., an office with a closed and locked door) 

 Not trap you or restrict your options for movement 

To prevent an active shooter from entering your hid-

ing place: 

 Lock the door 

 Blockade the door with heavy furniture        

If the active shooter is nearby: 

 Lock the door  

 Silence your cell phone and/or pager 

 Turn off any source of noise (i.e., radios, televisions) 

 Hide behind large items (i.e., cabinets, desks) 

 Remain quiet if evacuation and hiding out are not 

possible 

 Remain calm 

 Dial 911, if possible, to alert police to the active 

shooter’s location 

 If you cannot speak, leave the line open and allow the 

dispatcher to listen 

      Take action against the active shooter  
 As a last resort, and only when your life is in immi-

nent danger, attempt to disrupt and/or incapacitate the 

active shooter by 

 Acting as aggressively as possible against him/her 

 Throwing items and improvising weapons 

 Yelling 

 Committing to your actions  

Glen Garfield 

CALL 911 WHEN IT IS SAFE TO DO SO! 

The LL743 Young Workers Com-

mittee has purchased shirts to sup-

port R.E.D. Fridays. This movement 

is focused on the support of the 

troops and their families and their 

sacrifices during deployments. With 

the wearing of red attire on R.E.D. 

Friday, it’s a common and unified 

acknowledgement of our service members to let them all 

know that we have not forgotten them and appreciate 

their sacrifice to our country. Wearing a specific colored 

shirt might seem like a trivial act, but the meaning behind 

it is significant. It translates to mean that as you prepared 

for your day, you recognized the men and women playing 

an active role in keeping America safe.  

                                                                      

 

To purchase a shirt, see any committee mem-

ber listed below. Cotton are $20 and polyester 

are $25. All the proceeds are going towards 

our troops and care packages. The Young 

Workers Committee Members are: Greg 

Payeur, Pedro Coutinho, Phil Servantez III, 

Jeff Smith, Austin Laporte, Jeff Nadeau,     

Steve Mollison, Jason Geraghty, and Kim Hill.  



High Conflict Personalities (HCP) 
Submitted by: Michael J. Morin , LL743 CEAP, SAP , MS, Employee Assistance Program 

      Most of us have had a bad day at work. We may have 

overreacted to a certain situation, become negative before 

understanding the complete picture, or perhaps we were 

just grumpy on a particular day. On the other hand, people 

with high-Conflict personalities get stuck in a repeated 

pattern of over-reaction and negativity. Among other 

traits, these individuals exhibit unbridled emotions and 

extreme behaviors. 

High-Conflict Characteristics: 
There are four primary characteristics of someone with a 

high-conflict personality: 

 Preoccupation with blaming others; 

 All or nothing thinking; 

 Unmanaged emotions; and 

 Extreme behaviors. 

These characteristics lead HCPs into a 

range of high-conflict workplace behav-

ior: being uncivil; bullying; spreading 

rumors; purposefully misrepresenting 

others; pitting employees against each 

other; sabotaging work projects; and  

demeaning others, whether in public or 

in private. 

     Once a high conflict person is identified, the Employee assistance profes-

sional can talk with an employee about dealing with problems regarding a  

co-worker, supervisor, or manager who has a high-conflict pattern of behav-

ior. The focus is on the high conflict behavior, so that neither the EA profes-

sional nor the employee is labeling the co-worker as a high-conflict person. 

Remember that HCPs do not respond well to negative feedback, and employ-

ees should know that an HCP is not going to change. Therefore, how the   

employee manages the situation, and examines their options and expectations 

is fundamental to their own wellbeing. 

     HCPs can stir the workplace pot and create great fear and dissention. They 

have the ability to recruit individuals as negative advocates. The negative ad-

vocate is often not a high-conflict person, but has been drawn into the drama 

and lends credibility to the HCP. 

     The time has come for EAPs to introduce strategies to help employees and 

managers at all levels gain the skills necessary to effectively interact with 

HCPs. These abilities typically don’t occur intuitively, so teaching employees 

a method of addressing high conflict in the workplace will help curb this 

growing problem.   

Mike Morin   

“We’re always here to help”  

Providing professional and completely 

confidential consultations, education, 

assistance, and referral services.  

Michael J. Morin 

Phone: 860-654-5674 

Cell: 413-977-3712 

E-mail: Michael.morin@hs.utc.com 
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